
Premium Social Targeting

Mobile ads selected based on social data

Communicate clearly with 70 million people on mobile
140 Proof places ads into a network of popular mobile apps across many categories. We only serve ads to 
known social profiles, so our ads directly target user interests.  Our ads are 100% viewable and get great 
results. Formats include clear text ads, rich media interstitials, and pre-roll and vertical video unit.

Mobile Programmatic Targeting for the win

With direct buys, 140 Proof works with advertisers to create custom 
personas based on specific audience needs for each campaign. 

We also offer a hundred personas in a biddable private marketplace that 
includes our most popular creative units and targeting parameters. 
Inventory purchased programmatically is 100% in the advertisers’ control. 

Ask your 140 Proof representative for details and demos.

140 Proof knows which ads will appeal to each user we see because 
each ad call tells us what that user’s social accounts indicate they care 
about. Ours is the only solution that knows the individual on the other 
end of the ad server with precision, and can confidently match your ad 
with people who are interested in what you have to say. 

Our patented Blended Interest Graph technology analyzes billions of 
social cues to understand what people care about. We find your 
audience based on their social activity: what they tweet, pin, and 
share, where they check in, who they follow, what they like, which 
keywords they see.  

We have over 600 million accounts profiled, organized in personas 
like Moms, Millennials, Music Fans, Car Lovers, Gear Heads, and we 
build custom personas based on a brand’s own audience research. 

Home Depot 
Spotted! Orange buckets in the wild! Share 
pics of your orange bucket in action using 
#LetsDoThis. Here’s a lil’ inspiration 
home.depot/LDT Home Depot

Spotted! Orange buckets in the wild! Share pics of your 
orange bucket in action using #LetsDoThis. Here’s a lil’ 
inspiration http://thd.co/14tAVx
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Ad Specs & Targeting Options 
at a Glance
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Launch your social campaign from anywhere:

The premium mobile ad 
solution that spans Social, 
Display, and Programmatic 
without (you) breaking a sweat.
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